artist: Clare Breen

A notebook made from
1 sheet of paper
This is a fun, simple way to make your own notebook
at home that doesn't involve staples, binding or
sewing. Working with a notebook is so important for
every artist. A notebook can come in any shape or
size, this is a funny notebook becasue the pages
open differently, some open landscape and some
open portrait. If you make this notebook with an A2
sheet it will fit in your pocket!
1. Take large sheet of paper and fold it in half,
make sure the crease is strong, use something
hard to rub the edge.
2. Fold the paper in half three more times, it will
get harder to fold as it gets smaller, so be careful
and use something hard to make the creases
strong.
3. Open the paper out again, the paper will be di‐
vided into 16 boxes.
4. Draw the guideline pictured below on your big
sheet in pencil and cut along this line. The shape
will look a bit like a snail's shell.
5. Fold the paper up, some of the creases will
have to fold back the opposite way to the original
fold, this is ok.
6. You will ﬁnish with a small notebook that
opens with a selection of landscape and portrait
formats.
7. Place the folded notebook on the cardboard
and draw around it. Cut out these 2 rectangles
and glue them to the front and back of the note‐
book using your preferred glue.
8. If you have time, press the notebook under
some heay books overnight, if you can't wait, get
right to work drawing or painting!

Note:

this plan also works with a square sheet of paper,
you will get a square notebook at the end. It can
be nice to try making a large drawing before you
cut up the paper and see how your book works
out!

Materials

- A sheet of Paper (large A2, A1, or A0,
the bigger the page, the bigger the
notebook)
- Any cardboard that isn't shiny

Equipment

- Pencil
- Scissors
- Glue stick or pva
- Paintbrush if using pva glue

